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Background: Post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH) is skin hyperpigmentation that occurs due to any inflammatory condition. 
Triggering the melanocytes by inflammation leads to melanin overproduction and deposition. Tranexamic acid (TXA) is an 
antifibrinolytic medication prescribed to treat bleeding. Recently, there are some studies about the use of TXA in the treatment of PIH.
Objective: The aim of this study is to identify the efficacy and the best mode of delivery for tranexamic acid in the treatment of PIH.
Methods: This systematic review is reported in accordance with PRISMA guidance. We included all relevant English-language 
studies that were published up to September 2022 in the following electronic databases: Cochrane Library, PubMed, Embase, and 
Google Scholar. The initial search yielded 61 articles, 9 of which were included after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Results: The systematic review included a total of 196 patients who were over the age of 16 years old. Tranexamic acid was delivered 
orally in 4 studies, topically in 2 studies, and both simultaneously in 1 study. In addition, intradermal injection was used in 2 other 
studies. Almost all studies advocated the use of all routes for accelerating the clearance of hyperpigmentation with more favor towards 
topical and intradermal routes due to their mild reported side effects when compared to oral routes.
Conclusion: Intradermal TXA is considered the best route, which exhibits fewer side effects with less cost and excellent outcomes, 
while oral TXA is found to be less preferable than other routes due to the incidence of undesirable adverse events.
Keywords: tranexamic acid, post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation, TXA, PIH, efficacy

Introduction
Post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH) is hyperpigmentation of the skin that occurs due to any type of inflammatory 
condition. Triggering the melanocytes by inflammation leads to melanin overproduction and deposition. In severe cases, 
it extends to the dermis layer causing blue-gray discoloration, explaining why it is also known as hypermelanosis.1 

Darker-skinned people (especially Fitzpatrick skin types III–VI) are more prone to have severe and chronic pigments.2 

PIH in the epidermal layer mostly improves within a year, whereas in the dermal layer, it resolves slowly and may be 
permanent.3 Undesirable psychological problems like distress and low self-esteem can happen as a complication of 
untreated PIH.4

Men and women both have PIH at the same age, with an equal incidence. According to several international studies, 
African, Asian, and South American people have been found to have a greater incidence of pigmentary disorders, with 
PIH being the most prevalent diagnosis.5–7 In a single-center study of 1412 patient visits in the USA, dyschromia (apart 
from vitiligo) was found to be the second most common diagnosis among Black and Hispanic patients but not among the 
top ten diagnoses in Caucasian patients.8 Among Arab Americans, those with darker skin tones (originating from Yemen) 
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express concerns about PIH more frequently than those with lighter skin tones such as people from Lebanon and Syria.9 

In contrast to Caucasian patients, people with dark skin color are likely to get PIH more frequently, according to 
numerous epidemiological research.10 The prevalence of PIH was found to be higher in Asians with darker skin in 
a Singaporean study, demonstrating the significance of the level of constitutive cutaneous pigmentation in PIH 
development.11 No gender distinction exists in the prevalence of PIH.12 Epidemiological studies show that PIH is the 
third most common reason for African Americans to visit a dermatologist. When treating such patients, dermatologists 
should always address the triggering inflammatory disease that initiated the process of hypermelanosis; otherwise, the 
patient may feel that the treatment is insufficient.13

The most important treatment for PIH is strong ultraviolet (UV) and visible light (VL) blocking photoprotection. The 
most well-studied options for topical treatment are still hydroquinone-containing combinations like triple combination 
therapy. However, cysteamine and topical tranexamic acid (TXA) are also good options. Oral TXA could be a systemic 
treatment for people who do not respond to topical treatments. Chemical peels like glycolic acid and Jessner’s solution 
could be helpful for some patients as a part of their treatment. Low-fluence Q-switched lasers (LFQSL) could also help 
people with lesions that do not respond to treatment.14

As tranexamic acid exhibits antiplasmin activity, it is utilized to cure or prevent excessive blood loss. However, it has 
been demonstrated that tranexamic acid can reverse UV-induced hyperpigmentation. This is because tranexamic acid 
inhibits the binding of plasminogen to keratinocytes, which in turn reduces the activity of melanocyte tyrosinase, 
resulting in a decrease in arachidonic acid and prostaglandins. The latter is a well-known inflammatory mediator that 
leads to melanogenesis, particularly in the face region, which is regarded as a primary contributor to the appearance of 
aged skin.15

No evidence in the literature identified what route of TXA is better for targeting PIH, so we conducted this research to 
ascertain the best mode of delivery for optimal efficacy of TXA.

Materials and Methods
The review is reported in accordance with PRISMA guidance.

Literature Search
Systematic literature research was undertaken to identify relevant articles published up to September 2022 in the 
following electronic databases: Cochrane Library, PubMed, Embase, and Google Scholar.

The following Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and keywords were used alone or in combination: 
“Tranexamic acid or TXA”, “post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation or post inflammatory melanosis or PIH”, “mode of 
delivery or method of administration or Administration method”, and ‘Efficacy or Effectiveness’. All titles and abstracts 
of publications identified in the course of the primary search were reviewed for relevance and eligibility. The reference 
lists of the selected papers and of the reviewed articles were also searched manually for articles that may have been 
missed in the initial search.

Study Selection
The inclusion criteria for this systematic review were as follows:

(1) Original studies (Randomized control trials, cohort studies, and case–control studies) on the usage of Tranexamic 
acid with or without any other medication to treat PIH.

(2) Descriptive studies (Case reports, case series, and cross-sectional studies) that report an apparent effect of TXA on 
treating PIH.

(3) Studies published in English.
(4) There were no restrictions on the mode of delivery, gender, race, and age.
We excluded:
(1) studies dealing only with melasma.
(2) unrelated topics, comments, and duplicates.
(3) Studies with data that are unreliable for extraction.
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Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
Data Extraction
Data from the selected studies were extracted by two reviewers. The following types of data were extracted: study 
characteristics (first author, publication year, study design, countries/regions, sample size, mean age of participants, study 
duration, and PIH type), tranexamic acid treatment, delivery mode, dose, duration of follow-up, additional interventions, 
primary outcomes (melanin index [MI], and erythema index [EI]), and side effects. Disagreements were resolved through 
discussion.

Quality Assessment
Random clinical trials (RCTs) were assessed by the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool. We implemented the risk-of-bias criteria 
suggested by Newcastle-Ottawa Scale for cohort studies and JBI critical appraisal tool for case report studies. Two 
reviewers independently assessed the methodological quality of each study. Disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Results
In this review process, following the above-detailed selection [Figure 1], a total of 9 articles were selected, all meeting 
the inclusion criteria. All these articles were published in English. From a timing standpoint, out of these 9 selected 
articles, 3 were published in 2021,16–18 two in 2019,19,20 and only four in the period from 2011 to 2018.21–24 No article 
was published before 2011.

The agreement among the authors for the selection of the title was high (κ = 90%), and the one for the assessment of 
the full text (κ = 100%) was unanimous.

Figure 1 Flowchart of literature identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion process.
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Study Characteristics
The main characteristics of the included studies are presented in Table 1. The studies were published in the period 
between 2011 and 2021. A total of 196 participants who were over the age of 16 years old were included.

Among these 9 studies, 2 were conducted in Korea,22,23 2 in Thailand,20,21 2 in the USA,16,17 and 1 from each of the 
following countries: Japan,24 Brazil,19 and Egypt.18 Of the included studies, 2 were case reports,22,23 4 were 
RCTs,18,20,21,24 1 was a single-center clinical study,19 1 was a longitudinal single-blind single-center study,16 and 1 
was a case series study.17 Tranexamic acid was delivered orally in 4 studies,17,20,22,24 topically in 2 studies,16,19 and both 
concurrently in 1 study.23 In addition, intradermal injection was used in 2 other studies.18,21

The selected studies included all types of PIH: PIH after Q-switched ruby laser,24 post Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) 
spots,23 PIH after allergic contact dermatitis to pure henna,22 PIH post Q-switched 532-nm Nd YAG laser,20,21 and post- 
acne hyperpigmentation.17,18

The additional treatments used were Q-switched ruby laser (QSRL),24 Q-switched Nd:YAG laser,22 spironolactone,17 

and various topicals (kojic acid, niacinamide, clobetasol, sunscreen and tretinoin).17,19 However, the dose, duration, and 
side effects differ among these studies.

Quality Assessment
For an accurate valuation of the research, the quality was assessed using the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool in Figure 2 for 
RCTs, the modified Newcastle-Ottawa Scale in Table 2 for non-randomized trials, and JBI Critical Appraisal Checklist in 
Figure 3 for case reports. The study carried out by Kato, 2011, demonstrated concerns for bias in multiple aspects, which 
in turn could affect the validity of the study results, in contrast to the other included RCT studies that were of high-quality 
assessment with little to no issue of bias. By omitting the nonexposed cohort and the comparability components, 
modifications were done based on the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale to be utilized in the non-randomized trials. The total 
points are 6 lowering the giving cutoff to 5 for good quality and 4 for fair quality. Souza, 2020, was marked to be of fair 
quality in the cutoff of the scale as a result of the nonrepresentative population in addition to shorter follow-up duration. 
Even though all case reports suffered from poor definitions of demographics and adverse events, all of them described the 
used intervention and its efficacy in full detail.

Despite all study findings that provided support for tranexamic acid efficacy on PIH, Kato et al, 2011, did not support 
its use. This might be explained by the concerns of bias in multiple aspects of the study results. However, other studies 
came out with similar outcomes, which can be correlated with similar quality scores.

The Effect of the Intervention on the Outcome
Oral TXA
These studies17,20,22–24 used TXA by the oral route as shown in Table 1. As was found in the first case series with two 
independent cases published by Aleksandra L. Lindgren in 2021, a 38-year-old woman with Fitzpatrick skin type 3 
complained of recurrent severe PIH after application of chemical peel and topical anesthetic cream, respectively. The 
patient presented with normal-appearing skin without new episodes of PIH at the 16th Week after ingesting oral 650 
TXA daily for 8 weeks and applying clobetasol 0.05% cream twice daily for one week. The second case was of a 20-year 
-old woman with Fitzpatrick skin type 4 who had acne excoriee-induced PIH and was started on 650 mg of oral TXA as 
a preventative measure for the continuous excoriations and worsening PIH. Even though the excoriation persisted, she 
did not experience any new PIH throughout the study period.17 In 2019, Suthinee Rutnin divided the patients in his 
Prospective Randomized Controlled Study into two groups, one of which was assigned to receive oral TXA 1500 mg 
daily, while the other group received a placebo for 6 weeks, after delivering QS 532-nm Nd:YAG laser treatment for 
both. After 4 weeks of evaluation, the inspection of the hyperpigmented lesions with a dermatoscope revealed the 
presence of tiny gray pigment granules in 18 patients who received oral TXA and in 20 patients who received a placebo 
(P = 0.487). Pigment granules were discovered in three patients (15%) in the TXA group and ten patients (52.63%) in the 
placebo group at the 12-week (P = 0.013) which indicated rapid clearance of PIH for who received oral TXA. Four 
(20%) in the TXA group and three (15%) in placebo group reported nausea as an adverse outcome. Furthermore, 
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Table 1 Study Characteristics

Study (First 
Author, Year)

Country Study 
Design

Participants Age Mode of 
Delivery

Dose Duration Additional 
Treatment

Primary Outcome Side Effect 
(Number of 
Cases)

HARUNOSUKE 

KATO, 201124

Japan RCT 32 23 −77 Oral 750 mg\d 4 weeks 

after 

QSRL

Q-switched 

ruby laser 

(QSRL)

An oral 750mg of TXA 

given after QSRL did not 

prevent PIH.

None

Jae Kyung Kim, 

201223

Korea Case report 1 37 Oral + 

Topical

250 mg\tid + 

total 15 mL

2 weeks None Topical TXA when 

combined with oral 
TXA conferred superior 

safety profile with less 

adverse reaction for PIH 
following IPL therapy.

None

Young Bok Lee, 
201622

Korea Case report 1 64 Oral 750 mg per day 10 weeks Q-switched Nd: 
YAG laser

10 weeks treatment 
with 750 mg oral TXA 

and 10 sessions of low- 

fluence 1064-nm 
Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser reduced PIH

Punyaphat 

Sirithanabadeekul, 

201821

Thailand RCT 25 60.88 ± 6.64 Intradermal 

injections

(50 mg/mL) 12 weeks None Intradermal TXA 

(50mg/mL) helped in 

preventing 
hyperpigmentation after 

treating solar lentigines 

with Q-switched 532- 
nm Nd:YAG laser 

treatment on both 

forearms. 

Mild burning 

sensations 

immediately after 
the TXA injection 

(2)

Suthinee Rutnin, 

201920

Thailand RCT 20 49.35 ± 11.10 Oral 1500 mg daily 6 weeks None The group of oral TXA 

1500 mg had more 
reduction of pigment 

granules than placebo 

group according 
dermatoscopy

Nausea (4), 

Hypomenorrhea 
(3)
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Table 1 (Continued). 

Study (First 
Author, Year)

Country Study 
Design

Participants Age Mode of 
Delivery

Dose Duration Additional 
Treatment

Primary Outcome Side Effect 
(Number of 
Cases)

Seemal Desai, 

201919

Brazil Single center 

clinical 

study 

55 41 years Topical 3% 12 weeks % kojic acid, and 

5% niacinamide

TXA containing serum 

was effective for 

treating mild to 
moderate PIH.

Mild erythema (2), 

itching (1), pruritus 

(1), redness (1), 
stinging (1). All 

were transient and 

quickly resolved 
after the product 

application.

Shereen Osama 

Tawfic, 202118

Egypt RCT 25 >16 Intradermal 

injections

(0.02 mL/ 

injection — 

2 mL/session 
max – total 

number of 

injections are 
approximately 

15–60 

injections/ 
session)

3 months None Fractional carbon 

dioxide was more 

effective than 
intradermal TXA for 

treating resistant post 

acne PIH

All patients 

reported mild 

burning pain and 
mild erythema 

after the sessions 

that lasted for 
a few hours

Aleksandra 
L. Lindgren, 

202117

USA Case series 2 Case1: 38 
years / case 

2:20 years

Oral 650 mg\d Case 1: 8 
weeks 

Case 2: 

not 
specified 

Case1: 
clobetasol 

0.05% cream 

BID/ case 2: 
topicals 

(sunscreen and 

tretinoin 0.05%) 
and daily 

spironolactone 

100 mg

Case 1: No new 
episodes of PIH after 

oral 650 mg TXA daily 

for 8 weeks and 
clobetasol 0.05% cream 

twice daily for one 

week. 
Case 2: In the course of 

the excoriation, she did 

not develop any new 
PIH after prophylactic 

oral 650 mg TXA.

None

van D. da Silva 

Souza, 202116

USA Longitudinal 

single blind 

single center 
study 

35 Legal age Topical 2.00% 8 weeks None Topical TXA was 

effective for treating PIH 

due to sun damage.

Mild barely 

perceptible 

erythematous 
reaction (2)

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized control trial; QSRL, Q-switched ruby laser; Nd:YAG, neodymium-doped, yttrium aluminum garnet; TXA, tranexamic acid; PIH, post inflammatory hyperpigmentation.
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hypomenorrhea was reported by Three patients (15%) in the TXA group but not in the placebo group. Vascular 
thrombosis was absent in both groups.20 A case report of Korean female with allergic contact dermatitis due to 
p-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride (henna hair dye) followed by PIH which is improved after 10 weeks treatment 
with 750 mg oral TXA and 10 sessions of low-fluence 1064-nm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser.22 In contrast to these 
supporting findings, Kato et al established that the use of 750mg oral TXA given after QSRL had no significant influence 
upon preventing PIH of 32 participants with senile lentigines (SLs).24

Topical TXA
Three studies evaluated the efficacy of topical TXA whether as a monotherapy or an adjunctive treatment for hyperpig-
mentation. In a 12-week single-center clinical study involving 55 patients in Brazil, Desai S et al found that a novel 
topical facial serum containing 3% tranexamic acid, 1% kojic acid, and 5% niacinamide was effective for treating mild-to 
-moderate PIH.19 Similarly, an 8-week longitudinal single-blind center study involving 35 patients in the USA demon-
strated that topical TXA (2%) was effective for treating PIH induced by sun damage.16 In both studies, an improvement 
from baseline was appreciated as early as 2 weeks with a noticeable change in the appearance of PIH, hyperpigmentation, 
skin texture, and skin tone homogeneity. The results established the safety of topical TXA over traditional regimens for 
hyperpigmentation with a minimal reported adverse reaction such as mild erythema, pruritus, and stinging which were 
transient and resolved immediately after application. Furthermore, topical TXA (15 mL, 3 times/week for 20 minutes), 

Figure 2 Risk of bias summary for included RCTs.

Table 2 Assessment of the Quality of the Included Non-Randomized Trials

Selection Outcome

Study Representativeness 
of Exposed Cohort

Ascertainment 
of Exposure

Demonstration 
That Outcomes†

Assessment Enough 
Follow- 

Up

Adequacy of 
Follow-Up of 

Cohorts

Score

Desai 2019 0 1 1 1 1 1 5

Souza 2020 0 1 1 1 0 1 4
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when combined with oral TXA (250 mg/TID), conferred a superior safety profile with less adverse reaction as was 
evident in a case report of 12 weeks duration conducted in Korea on a female subject with PIH following Intense Pulsed 
Light (IPL) therapy.23

Intradermal TXA
Two studies evaluated the efficacy of intradermal TXA as monotherapy for hyperpigmentation. One study revealed that 
the use of intradermal TXA (50mg/mL) helped in preventing hyperpigmentation of 25 patients with solar lentigines after 
Q-switched 532-nm Nd: YAG laser treatment on both forearms. Patients underwent treatment with intradermal TXA 
injection on one arm and normal saline injection on the other arm. The results showed that intradermal TXA was more 
effective for preventing PIH compared to the placebo side.21 In contrast, findings were different in a 12-week RCT 
involving 25 patients that evaluated the efficacy of intradermal TXA (0.02mL/injection) compared to fractional carbon 
dioxide laser for treating resistant post-acne hyperpigmentation. The study showed that fractional carbon dioxide was 
more effective than intradermal TXA. However, this study clearly claimed that intradermal TXA is cost-effective and 
thus can be a good alternative for patients who cannot afford laser treatments.18 The adverse reactions of both studies 
were minimal, such as mild burning pain, and mild erythema that resolved quickly after application.

Discussion
In this literature analysis, we assessed the results of studies that investigated the efficacy of TXA with all its possible 
routes; topical, intradermal, and oral, for preventing and treating PIH. For treating PIH, almost all studies advocated the 
use of all routes for accelerating the clearance of hyperpigmentation with more favor towards topical and intradermal 

Figure 3 Assessment of the quality of the included case reports.
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routes due to their mild reported side effects when compared to the oral route. However, intradermal TXA showed to be 
less effective for treating resistant post-acne PIH when compared to low-dose fractional carbon dioxide laser treatment.18 

As for preventing PIH, oral TXA was ineffective in preventing PIH compared with the placebo group, while intradermal 
TXA was slightly effective in reducing PIH compared with placebo (0.9% normal saline) injection.20,21,24 Based on our 
systematic study, TXA was well tolerated, with a small proportion of patients experiencing transient adverse effects. 
Adverse events mentioned in association with oral 1500 mg/day TXA were generally minor, some (eg, oligomenorrhoea) 
being associated with the hemostatic effects of TXA. Since TXA is an important component in the treatment of PIH as 
plasmin has known melanogenic properties, our systematic review suggests that topical TXA does indeed significantly 
reduce PIH while causing few side effects and that it should be considered as a potential treatment for PIH. Overall, 
while TXA was effective in treating and preventing PIH, its effectiveness could have been undermined by the different 
follow-up periods, different doses, and different forms of scoring used in each study. With this being the first systematic 
review exploring the effectiveness of TXA based on the administration routes for PIH, several studies can be dedicated to 
improving treatment modalities and effective routes of TXA administration for what is suitable for patient’s quality of 
life.

A couple of limitations are associated with this systematic review. Concerns of bias were observed, particularly in the 
study by Kato et al, 2011,24 and the risk of bias is created by the low number of participants divided into subgroups, no 
observation of TXA administration, and subgroups which necessitate more RCTs with larger sample size to get more 
robust results. Besides these limitations, language restriction might result in the loss of a substantial number of eligible 
studies. Furthermore, because there were not enough RCTs on the effect of TXA for improving PIH, we included other 
types of studies, which could result in biased estimates of effect and reduce generalizability.

Conclusion
This is the first systematic review aimed to find out the best mode of delivery of TXA in treating and preventing PIH. 
TXA has been performed with and without several adjuvants, at various oral dosages, at various topical concentrations, 
and at varied intradermal time intervals. Intradermal TXA is considered the best route, which exhibits fewer side effects 
with less cost and excellent outcomes, while oral TXA is found to be less preferable than intradermal and topical due to 
the incidence of undesirable adverse events. Because the number of studies included was insufficient, we recommend 
providing further information about the therapeutic differences between various TXA routes of administration as well as 
treatment duration, dosage, and co-therapy. We thus advise that more future large-scale RCTs focus on investigating the 
routes of TXA to provide what is best for patients with PIH and to compare it with other existing treatment modalities by 
outcomes, costs, and side effects; in order to create satisfying practice and basic guideline interventions for such cases.
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